In the West, dry buttermilk prices are unchanged for the top end of the range. The bottom end of the range and both ends of the mostly price series moved 1 cent lower. Stakeholders indicate domestic demand is weak outside of contracted loads. Export demand is moderate. Although some manufacturers have production heavily committed to contracted obligations, loads are available to meet immediate needs of buyers. However, stocks are not abundant either. Less liquid and condensed buttermilk is available for drying with butter churning activity generally decreasing. Dry buttermilk production schedules are seasonally lighter.

| Prices for: Western U.S., All First Sales, F.O.B., Conventional, and Edible Buttermilk |
|---------------------------------|-------------------|
| Price Range ; $/LB:             | 1.1200 - 1.2000    |
| Mostly Range - ; $/LB:          | 1.1400 - 1.1700    |
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